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Executive Summary

The deliverable “Extensive content analysis study on the coverage of stories on corruption”
investigates how four newspapers in seven countries (France, United Kingdom, Hungary, Italy,
Latvia, Romania and Slovakia) have covered the news related to corruption and other similar topics
over a period of ten years, from 2004 to 2013. This is a very extensive analysis, may the most
extensive analysis that has been conducted so far: indeed a total number of 183,491 articles have
been analysed through a computer assisted content analysis and 12,742 articles have been further
analysed by human coders. The two investigations present very homogeneous findings. In large part
of the already existing literature, the study of the coverage of corruption has a minor place being
investigated in connection to other problems and issues while ours is specifically aimed at the study
of the print press representations corruption.
Our research suggests interesting interpretative hypothesis that will be briefly highlighted in the
very next lines while in the last part of this executive summary methodology issues will be
discussed:
-

The amount of coverage devoted to corruption differs in a meaningful way country by country.
Italy and the United Kingdom present the largest number of articles, as shown in Figure 1, but
they have a different focus. In Italy there is a wide coverage of corruption in politics and public
administration also at the local level. Silvio Berlusconi is a principal figure of this coverage
together with many other political figures. The amount of coverage that British newspapers
devote to corruption focuses mostly on international corruption and on corruption in foreign
countries. Corruption in sport is a frequent topic while very few articles are devoted to home
political and public administration corruption.

-

As shown in Figure 2 the total number of articles on corruption published in each investigated
year remains substantially stable over the years in almost all countries with the exception of
Italy, which shows a significant increase, and Latvia, where, on the contrary, the number of
articles decreases. Nevertheless, in all countries there are frequent peaks of attention due to
both specific events and cases and to the coincidence with electoral occasions that frequently
determine larger attention to corruption stories.
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-

As discussed in the deliverable “A comparative research on the coverage of corruption”,
similarities among the investigated countries have emerged together with important differences.
The news media mirror the realities of what can be defined as “new democracies” (Hungary,
Romania, Slovakia, Latvia), within which we also include Italy for the volatility of its political
and regulatory systems, and of more “established democracies” such as France and the United
Kingdom. In the former group, the coverage of corruption and related topics focuses essentially
on political and public administration corruption; news media instrumentalisation represents a
driving feature as the coverage of corruption issues is essentially an instrument to attack and
denigrate the competitors. Indeed, in these countries the focus is mostly on the agent rather than
on the client as this allows the political instrumental use of the coverage. In well established
democracies, the spectrum of corruption coverage is much wider, including corruption abroad,
international corruption and corruption in sport while the presence of home, political and public
administration corruption is much smaller. This is particularly the case of the United Kingdom.

-

The difference in the amount of coverage in new democracies and in well established
democracies partially reflect the diffusion of corruption in the two groups of countries as it
emerges from many studies and surveys. Nevertheless the representations of corruption and
related topics responds to other needs as well: indeed, for instance, usually the United Kingdom
is not perceived as an highly corrupt country and nevertheless British newspapers have a lot of
stories on corruption that, as said are not stories of national corruption rather they respond to
the segmentation of their own market shares featured also by an international circulation.

-

Indeed, news media respond to specific conditions and needs that are mostly related to the
segmentation of the readership independently from the country. Important differences in the
selection of topics and news treatment emerge mostly between tabloid and business papers. In
general, tabloid papers devote much smaller attention than the other news outlets to corruption
topics and when they do, they cover, differently from all the other papers, also “petty
corruption”, that is the everyday corruption that may involve the very common people who are
the supposed readers of these papers. Particular attention is devoted to corruption in sport.
Business newspapers have a completely different approach to these stories: they focus also on
anti- corruption activities and legislation. International and corruption abroad is particularly
covered as these papers, mostly in the United Kingdom and France, are addressed to a
readership of entrepreneurs with interests in different parts of the world.

-

-The specific readership of the print press, usually an educated readership that includes large
portion of decision makers, may be one of the reasons for the prominent place that grand
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corruption stories hold in all the investigated newspapers and for the almost complete absence,
to the exception of tabloid papers, of petty corruption stories.
For this study, the most widely used definition of corruption, “the abuse of entrusted power for
private gain” (Transparency International, 2009), has been adopted. We are well aware of the
complexity and multiplicity of the concept of corruption itself and the different fields it converges
with (Rothstein, 2014). Nevertheless, even if with some variations (Gounev – Ruggiero, 2012), the
one we adopted seems to be the concept accepted by most corruption scholars and most
international organizations. Departing from this general concept, we have selected nine keywords
that include factual behaviours that are usually defined as crimes (corruption, bribery, kickback) as
well as other more general social practices (clientelism, favouritism, nepotism, familism, collusion)
that constitute the cultural ground in which corrupt behaviour develops. Indeed, we assume that
corruption derives from well rooted, more general cultural habits that place private interest before
the public one. These habits may not immediately be connected to behaviours that can be deemed
illegal, but nevertheless, they reveal a very scarce attention towards general interest. This approach
fits very well within the idea of corruption as “an umbrella concept that links together concepts of
clientelism, patronage, state capture, particularism and patrimonialism. When surveying the
literature surrounding these concepts, rough patterns as to the application of these concepts
geographically appear” (Rothstein – Varrach, 2014, p. 54). Therefore, for our content analysis, we
selected all the articles containing at least one of the following keywords: corruption, bribe,
kickback, collusion, clientelism, embezzlement, favouritism, nepotism, familyism1.
In each of the seven countries, four newspapers were selected in an attempt to obtain a good
sample of print news media in the specific country. Therefore, we included (where existing)
different newspaper types (tabloid, quality and business papers) and papers of different political
affiliation (centre-left and centre-right oriented papers) (see Appendix).
The analysis of the British coverage of corruption has been conducted on the quality newspaper
The Guardian, the paper owned by Rupert Murdoch “The Times”, the tabloid newspaper “The Sun”
and the London edition of the leading international business paper “The Financial Times”. For
France, the analysis has been conducted on the slightly centre-left, quality newspaper “Le Monde”,
the centre-right daily “Le Figaro”, the regional paper with the widest French circulation “Ouest
France”, and the business newspaper “Les Echos”. The Italian newspapers have been the quality,
1

As to the Italian corpus, a tenth keyword has been added, “solicitation” (peculato), which is a specific kind
of crime considered in the Italian legal system associated to corruption. As to the Slovak corpus, familyism
and clientelism have been mixed together (as they are very rarely used) and another keyword (“abuse of
power”) has been added.
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centre-left “La Repubblica”, the centre-right paper owned by the Berlusconi family “Il Giornale”,
the quality, most widely distributed Italian newspaper “Il Corriere della Sera” (with no clear
political affiliation) and the business paper “Il Sole 24 Ore”. As for Slovakia, the quality, centreright newspaper “Sme” has been analysed together with the tabloid “Novy Cas”, the quality centreleft/liberal newspaper “Pravda” and the business paper “Hospodarske noviny”. In Hungary, the online versions of the following newspapers have been analysed: the quality, centre-right/conservative
newspaper “Magyar Nemzet Online” (MNO), the quality, centre-left/liberal “Nepszava online”, the
centre-left/liberal business paper “Heti Világgazdaság” (HVG) and the online tabloid portal
“Origo”. As for Latvia, the quality paper Diena has been analysed together with the quality, centreright/conservative “Latvijas Avize”, the quality, centre-right/conservative “Neatkarīgā Rīta Avīze
Latvijai” (NRA) and the business paper “Dienas Bizness”. Finally, as for Romania, we have
investigated the business paper “Ziarul Financiar”, the quality, centre-left/liberal “Jurnalul
National”, the quality, centre-right/conservative “Romania Libera” and the tabloid “Libertatea”
(see Appendix).
Our study has been organized in two major steps. Initially, using a dedicated software, T – Lab,
we conducted a “Computer Assisted Content Analysis” (CACA) on all the articles that had been
published in the period 2004 – 20132 that contained at least one of the selected keywords. A total
number of 183,491 articles were analysed at this step, representing a very large corpus of analysis.
CACA has been an exploratory part of our study that has allowed us to better finalize our
research questions and the subsequent “Human Assisted Content Analysis” (HACA), which has
been conducted on a sample (12,742 articles in total) of the originally selected articles3. In this
second phase of the research, we conducted a more in-depth investigation of specific features of the
news coverage that had already emerged from the Computer Assisted Content Analysis.
The entire study has been organized along the logic of comparative research. Indeed, we believe
that “comparative research makes visible the invisible” (Blumler et al., 1992). Our comparative
perspective has highlighted national specificities of the news media coverage of corruption that
emerged when in comparison to other countries. Had the countries only been analysed
independently, the distinctive characteristics of Italian, French, British, Romanian, etc. coverage
would not have been revealed. For instance, as we will see in the next pages, the attention that
Italian news media devote to domestic political corruption emerged in comparison with the British

2

As for Latvia, one of the partners in the WP6, it was not possible to retrieve the articles published in the selected
period with the right format. Therefore, CACA data for Latvia are missing. As for Romania, articles were available just
for the period 2009 – 2013.
3
See the methodology section for detailed information.
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and French choices. Similarly, through a comparison with newspapers from other countries, it was
possible to note the important role played by sports in the British coverage of corruption.
A necessary caveat should be added. We have analysed the coverage of a number of print
newspapers (four in each country). We believe that the sample we chose is sufficiently
representative of the main features of the print press system in each country. Nevertheless, it should
be stressed that the specific market positioning of some newspapers may introduce some possible
bias in the final findings. This is the case, in particular, of two British newspapers, The Guardian
and The Financial Times, and one French newspaper, Le Monde. These newspapers have a high
international circulation that may determine a very specific coverage also in relation to corruption
issues.
Moreover, it should also be stressed that ours is a study of the print press. With the partial
exception of the tabloid papers, it usually addresses a more “educated” readership when compared,
for instance, with the less educated television audience. In most countries, the readers of print press
are in some way involved with public life and culture, they have a good level of education and this
may affect the way in which corruption topics are covered, devoting, for instance, particular
attention to all those cases and issues that could have some interest for this more “educated” and,
often, politically active reader.
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Figure 1: Total number of articles per country containing the selected keywords
(period: 2004-2013; Romania: 2009-2013)

Figure 2: Number of articles in the investigated period (2004 – 2013)4
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Appendix
Investigated newspapers

Media typology
Business

Tabloid

Political affiliation
Quality

Centre left

Centre

Centre right

ITALY
Il Corriere della Sera

Quality

La Repubblica

Quality

Il Giornale

Quality

Il Sole 24 Ore

Centre
Centre left
Centre right

Business

Centre

UK
The Times

Quality

The Guardian

Quality
Tabloid

The Sun
The Financial Times

Centre right
Centre left
Centre right

Business

Centre

FRANCE
Le Monde

Quality

Le Figaro

Quality

Ouest France

Quality

Les Echos

Centre left
Centre right
Centre

Business

Centre

SLOVAKIA
Quality

Sme
Tabloid

Novy cas

Centre
Quality

Pravda
Hospodàrske noviny

Centre right
Centre left

Business

Centre

HUNGARY
Quality

MNO

Quality

Nepszava online
Business

HVG

Centre left
Centre left

Tabloid

Origo

Centre right

Centre

LATVIA
Diena

Quality

Latvijas Avize

Quality

Centre right

NRA

Quality

Centre right

Dienas Bizness

Business

Centre

Centre
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ROMANIA
Ziarul Financiar

Business

Centre
Quality

Jurnalul National

Quality

Romania libera
Libertatea

Centre left

Tabloid

Centre right
Centre
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Framework Programme. The full name of the project is “Anti-corruption Policies Revisited: Global
Trends and European Responses to the Challenge of Corruption”. The project started in March 2012
and will last for five years. The research is conducted by 20 research groups in fifteen countries.
The fundamental purpose of ANTICORRP is to investigate and explain the factors that promote or
hinder the development of effective anti-corruption policies and impartial government institutions.
A central issue is how policy responses can be tailored to deal effectively with various forms of
corruption. Through this approach ANTICORRP seeks to advance the knowledge on how
corruption can be curbed in Europe and elsewhere. Special emphasis is laid on the agency of
different state and non-state actors to contribute to building good governance.
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